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Introduction
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- ATLAS-SUSY-2018-06 : Search for chargino–neutralino 
production with mass splittings near the electroweak scale in 
three-lepton final states in √s = 13 TeV pp collisions with the 
ATLAS detector


- √s = 13 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 139/fb 

- 3 lepton events in 2 regions (low mass, ISR)



MC Event generation
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- We only generate Signal (not background) 

- Step 1) generate process with Madgraph 

- Step 2) change setting in run card, param card, pythia8 card 

- Step 3) Delphes detector simulation

import model MSSM_SLHA2 
define x1 = x1+ x1- 
generate p p > x1 n2 
add process p p > x1 n2 j 
add process p p > x1 n2 j j 
output x1n2



MC Event generation
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- We only generate Signal (not background) 

- Step 1) generate process with Madgraph 

- Step 2) change setting in run card, param card, pythia8 card 

- Step 3) Delphes detector simulation

mass of χ ̃1
± , χ ̃2

0 = 200.0 GeV 

mass of χ ̃1
0 = 100.0 GeV 

xqcut = 50.0 (quarter of 200.0)



MC Event generation
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- We only generate Signal (not background) 

- Step 1) generate process with Madgraph 

- Step 2) change setting in run card, param card, pythia8 card 

- Step 3) Delphes detector simulation 

  • Remove modules : leptons isolation, UniqueObjectFinder, ScalarHT 
  • We don't use photons 
  • efficiency of electron, muon, and b-tagging



MadAnalysis
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- Event weight

- Event Selection 

    1) Electron 
        isolation dR = 0.2, sum of track pt & calorimeter ET < 6% of electron pt 

        abs(eta) < 2.47, pt > 10 GeV 

    2) Muon 
        isolation dR = 0.3 at pt > 33 GeV, and linearly decrease to dR = 0.2 at pt = 50 GeV 

        sum of track pt < 4%, calorimeter ET < 15% of muon pt 

        abs(eta) < 2.4, pt > 10 GeV 

    3) Jet 
       abs(eta) < 2.4, pt > 20 GeV



MadAnalysis
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- Object overlap removal 

    Step 1) electrons sharing a track with a muon in the ID is removed. 

                 -> 'Removal' method implemented 

   

    Step 2) Jets are removed if they are within dR = 0.2 of a lepton (Both muon, elec) 

    Step 3) leptons with pt <= 50GeV that are close to a remaining jet are discarded. 

                 pt<=25GeV are discarded if their distance from a jet is dR<0.4 . 

                 -> 'RemovalLeptons' method implemented (additional condition of pt) 



MadAnalysis
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- Apply Cuts 

    1) Set condition of exact 3 leptons 
    2) At least one same flavor, opposite charge pair 
    3) b-jet veto 
    4) invariant mass of 3 leptons > 105 GeV 
    5) m_T > 100 GeV 



MadAnalysis
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- Additional cuts for SR-Low 

    1) each lepton pt >60, 40, 30 GeV 
    2) 75 < (invariant mass of lepton pair) < 105 
    3) jet veto 
    4) H boost > 250 
    5) pt soft / (pt soft + m_eff) < 0.05 
    6) m_eff / H boost > 0.9 

- Additional cuts for SR-ISR 

    1) each lepton pt >25, 25, 20 GeV 
    2) 75 < (invariant mass of lepton pair) < 105 
    3) 0 < # of jet < 4 
    4) delta phi (MET, jets) > 2.0 
    5) 0.55 < R (MET, jets) < 1.0 
    6) jet pt > 100 
    7) MET > 80 
    8) pt soft < 25



Kinematic variables
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CutFlow
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Summary
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What we did 

1) Construct signal sample, and run analysis code 

2) Comparing cutflow with original data analysis in paper 

To do List 

1) Draw histograms 

2) Validation


